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X-ray crystal-structure refinement of the nearly commensurate phase of 1T-TaS2
in „312…-dimensional superspace
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The structure of the nearly commensurate phase of 1T-TaS2 (1T2-TaS2) has been refined in
(312)-dimensional superspace against single-crystal x-ray-diffraction data collected at 300 K. The intensities
of main reflections and satellites up to sixth order were measured. The unique data set inP3̄ consisted of 2652
observed reflections~233 main reflections, 1625 first- and second-order satellites and 794 higher-order satel-
lites!. For the refinement of the modulation amplitudes 21 harmonics on Ta and 12 harmonics on S were used.
The structure agrees well with the discommensuration model proposed by Nakanishi and Shiba@J. Phys. Soc.
Jpn. 43, 1839 ~1977!#. The structure determination by Yamamoto@Phys. Rev. B27, 7823 ~1983!# is in
agreement with the present one, within the limited resolution of Yamamoto’s refinement. In each sandwich
layer there are domains forming hexagons with a diameter of about 73 Å and within the center region 13-atom
clusters of Ta atoms as present in the commensurate phase. It is shown that the domain structure in physical
space directly corresponds to the modulation function displayed in additional space.@S0163-1829~97!07345-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tantalum disulfide belongs to the class of layer
transition-metal dichalcogenides. These compounds
known for the possibility of charge-density-wave formatio
Alternatively, variations of the structures exist due to po
morphism. The different structures are all based on a sta
ing of three-atom-thick layers, consisting of transition-me
atoms sandwiched between sulfur atoms.1 Two types of lay-
ers have been found. Trigonal-prismatic layers have
transition-metal atom in a trigonal-prismatic coordination
S, and octahedral layers have a trigonal-antiprismatic~dis-
torted octahedral! coordination. For TaS2 the 2H polytype is
stable at room temperature, and it is built of trigon
prismatic layers only. The 1T modification consists solely o
octahedral layers, and it is the stable modification ab
850 °C. Also, polymorphs have been identified, in whi
both types of layers alternate, e.g., 6R-TaS2, 4H~a!-TaS2,
4H~b!-TaS2, 4H~c!-TaS2. Transitions between polymorph
were studied by van Landuy and co-workers2 using electron
diffraction.

Phase transitions in 1T-TaS2 express themselves by sa
ellite reflections in electron diffraction,3 and by an anoma
lous behavior of the temperature dependence of phys
properties.4 Above 850 °C the structure of 1T-TaS2 is of the
Cd~OH!2 type, with spacegroupP3̄m1 and lattice parameter
a05b053.36 Å andc055.90 Å ~Fig. 1!.1 All phases below
850 °C can be described as a distortion of this ba
structure.2,5,6 It was found that well above 350 K the diffrac
tion pattern is dominated by diffuse rings, which concentr
into spots on lowering the temperature. The positions
these diffuse spots can be described by an incommens
wave vectorqI50.283a0* 1c0* /3; this phase was called th
560163-1829/97/56~21!/13757~11!/$10.00
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1T1-TaS2 phase by Scruby and Williams,5 and it was de-
noted as the incommensurate~IC! phase more recently. Be
low 350 K the wave vector rotates towards a position mak
an angle f'12° with a0* and becomesqnc50.245a0*
10.068b0* 1c0* /3 at T5298 K. This phase was calle
1T2-TaS2 by Scruby and Williams.5 More recently, it was
denoted the nearly commensurate~NC! phase, because th
satellite reflections are close to the positions of superst
ture reflections corresponding to aA13a3A13a33c super-
cell. A first-order phase transition at 180 K results in t
commensurate phase~C phase or 1T3-TaS2!, characterized
by aA13a3A13a313c supercell. The translation symmetr
is characterized by in-plane basis vectorsa54a01b0 andb

FIG. 1. The basic structure of 1T-TaS2. 1T-TaS2 is trigonal,
spacegroupP3̄m1, with lattice parametersa05b053.36 Å andc0

55.90 Å. One unit cell contains one Ta at~0,0,0! and two S at

6( 1
3 , 2

3 ,z), z'0.25~Ref. 1!. The Ta atoms are represented by fille
circles.
13 757 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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13 758 56ALBERT SPIJKERMANet al.
52a013b0 . In reciprocal space, this corresponds to t
commensurate wave vectorqc5(3a0* 1b0* )/1350.2308a0*
10.0769b0* , andf513.9°. The structure proposed for ea
of the layers in the C phase consists of hexagram-sha
clusters of 13 Ta atoms. The layers then would be stac
along thec axis with thirteen possibilities for the origin o
each layer to be at one of the thirteen sites of the 13 clus
Alternatively, Brouwer,7 Fung and co-workers,8 Tanda
et al.,9 and Nakanishi and Shiba10 reported that the stackin
is disordered, thus questioning the superperiod alongc. On
warming, the commensurate phase transforms into a tricl
phase~the T phase!, with a stacking period of 7c0 .

In this paper the structure is reported of 1T-TaS2 in its
NC phase at room temperature. This phase is characte
by the occurrence of satellite reflections of many orders
the diffraction pattern,15 contrary to the IC phase, where on
a few low-order satellites can be found. Theoretically,
NC phase was studied by Nakanishi, Shiba, a
co-workers10,16,17on basis of a Landau-Ginzburg expansi
of the free energy. They found a discommensuration mo
comprised of domains with a commensurate structure a
the C phase, separated by discommensurations. Recently
domain structure has been observed on the crystal surfac
scanning tunnelling microscopy~STM! studies.18–23

Single-crystal x-ray data of the NC phase at 300 K w
measured by Brouwer and Jellinek.7,24 They determined a
structure model in the commensurate~supercell! approxima-
tion ~a54a01b0 , b52a013b0 , andc53c0!. This data set
was limited in the sense that only first- and second-or
satellites were measured reliably; higher-order satellites w
measured at wrong positions, due to the commensurate
proximation in data collection. The proposed structure
volves 13 clusters of Ta atoms, similar to the structure p
posed for the C phase. The structure factors measure
Brouwer7 were used by Yamamoto25 for refinement of the
incommensurate structure in superspace.

We have performed a measurement of the x-ray scatte
of 1T-TaS2 at room temperature. Satellites have been m
sured up to high orders, resulting in a much more exten
data set, as was obtained by Brouwer. Refinements w
done using the superspace formalism, and the resulting s
ture is analyzed both in superspace and in physical sp
The domain structure is revealed in great detail, and the
sults are correlated with the results of STM experiment23

and the model based on Landau theory calculations.17

II. EXPERIMENT

Heating a mixture of Bi, Ta, and S resulted in a produ
with crystals, some of which could be identified as 1T-TaS2.
X-ray-diffraction experiments were performed on an En
Nonius CAD4 diffractometer with Mo-Ka radiation (l
50.710 73 Å), using a crystal of dimensions 0.0930.09
30.01 mm. Unit-cell dimensions were obtained from t
setting angles of 18 main reflections in four different settin
with u in the range 27–28°. At room temperature the latt
was found to be trigonal with lattice parametersa05b0
53.3649(1) Å andc055.8971(2) Å. These cell paramete
are within standard deviations equal to those found
Brouwer.7
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Satellite reflections could be indexed with five intege
according to

S5ha0* 1kb0* 1 lc* 1m1q11m2q2, ~1!

where c* 5c0* /3. With respect to the reciprocal bas
$a0* ,b0* ,c* %, the components of the modulation wave ve
tors areq15(s1 ,s2,0) andq25(2s2 ,s11s2,0). From the
positions of 161 satellite reflections the valuess1
50.2448(2) ands250.0681(2) were obtained. Alterna
tively, the reflections can be indexed with respect
$a0* ,b0* ,c0* %, but then the modulation wave vectors obta
commensurate components of6 1

3 alongc0* . Using l 0 as the
index corresponding toc0* , first-order satellites are found in
the planesl 05n6 1

3 (nPZ). Each main reflection is sur
rounded by six first-order satellites, which have the indic
(h,k,l ,m1 ,m2) with (m1 ,m2) equal to6(1,0), 6(0,1), and
6(1,21), respectively,~Fig. 2!. Second-order satellites o
the type~1,1! are present in the planesl 05n. Because the
components of the modulation wave vectors alonga0* and
b0* are large, higher-order satellites are far from the m
reflections with the same indicesh, k, and l . However,
higher-order satellites are found close to the lower-order
ellites, which are formally assigned to other main reflectio
For example, satellites (h,k,l ,m1 ,m2)5(h,k,l ,1,2) are
close to the first-order satellites (h,k11,l 21,0,21) ~Fig. 2!.
In total, each first- and second-order satellite is surroun
by six satellites of the next-higher orders, resulting in
satellites corresponding to each main reflection. The ass
ment of reflections to groups of a particular satellite orde
not straightforward. A physically meaningful classificatio
should give the same order to symmetry equivalent refl
tions. Because the modulation wave vectors are related
the threefold axis, this implies that ‘‘order of a satellite
cannot be represented by a single number anymore. Ta
into account symmetry, reflections (h,k,l ,m1 ,m2) can be di-
vided into the following fifteen groups defining the sam
order, with (m1 ,m2) is equal to ~0,0!; ~1,0!~0,1!~21,1!;
~1,1!~21,2!~22,1!; ~2,0!~0,2!~22,2!; ~1,2!~22,3!~23,1!;
~2,1!~21,3!~23,2!; ~3,0!~0,3!~23,3!; ~4,0!~0,4!~24,4!;
~5,0!~0,5!~25,5!; ~2,2!~22,4!~24,2!; ~2,4!~24,6!
~26,2!; ~3,1!~21,4!~24,3!; ~3,2!~22,5!~25,3!; ~1,4!~24,5!

FIG. 2. Projection alongc* of the reflection positions of
1T-TaS2 in the NC phase. The large spots are the main reflecti
and lie in planesl 05n (nPZ). Each main reflection is surrounde
by six first-order satellites lying in the planesl 05n1

1
3 and l 05n

2
1
3 and by six second-order satellites lying in the planel 05n. Each

first- or second-order satellite is surrounded by six higher-or
satellites.
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TABLE I. Symmetry restrictions on the parameters of the modulation functions in the NC pha
1T-TaS2 @Eq. ~4!#.

Ta at ~0,0,0! S at6( 1
3 , 2

3 ,z)

A2m12m2 ,m1

x 52Am1 ,m2

x 1A2m2 ,m11m2

x A2m12m2 ,m1

x 52Am1 ,m2

x 1A2m2 ,m11m2

x

Am1 ,m2

y 5Am1 ,m2

x 2A2m2 ,m11m2

x Am1 ,m2

y 5Am1 ,m2

x 2A2m2 ,m11m2

x

A2m2 ,m11m2

y 5Am1 ,m2

x A2m2 ,m11m2

y 5Am1 ,m2

x

A2m12m2 ,m1

y 5A2m2 ,m11m2

x A2m12m2 ,m1

y 5A2m2 ,m11m2

x

Am1 ,m2

z 52A2m2 ,m11m2

z 5A2m12m2 ,m1

z Am1 ,m2

z 52A2m2 ,m11m2

z 5A2m12m2 ,m1

z

Bm1 ,m2

x 5B2m2 ,m11m2

x 5B2m12m2 ,m1

x 50 B2m12m2 ,m1

x 52(Bm1 ,m2

x 1B2m2 ,m11m2

x )
Bm1 ,m2

y 5B2m2m11m2

y 5B2m12m12m2 ,m1

y 50 Bm1 ,m2

y 5Bm1 ,m2

x 1B2m2 ,m11m2

x

Bm1 ,m2

z 5B2m2 ,m11m2

z 5B2m12m2 ,m1

z 50 B2m2 ,m11m2

y 52Bm1 ,m2

x

B2m12m2 ,m1

y 52B2m2 ,m11m2

x

Bm1 ,m2

z 5B2m2 ,m11m2

z 5B2m12m2 ,m1

z
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~25,1!; ~2,3!~23,5!~25,2!. Furthermore, the reflections wit
both m1 andm2 with opposite sign belong to the reflectio
groups also.

The integrated intensities up to scattering angleu540°
were measured for the main reflections and all of the ab
mentioned 84 satellites assigned to each main reflect
From this dataset 1, the reflections were selected with in
sities larger than two times their standard deviation, and t
were remeasured with a longer counting time~320 s!, result-
ing in dataset 2. Corrections to the measured counts w
applied for to variation of the intensity control reflectio
~maximum correction 3.53%!, absorption ~mTaS2

5487.0 cm21, resulting in minimum/maximum transmissio
factors of 0.118 and 0.613, respectively!, and Lorentz and
polarization factors. Dataset 2 contained 3464 reflections
reduced to 3069 unique reflections using Laue symmetr,̄
with an internal consistency of 0.08. Using the criterion
observed reflectionsI .2s(I ), the reduced dataset 2 com
prised of 233 observed main reflections, 1625 observed fi
and second-order satellites, 794 observed higher-order s
lites, and 417 less than’s. The observed data were used i
structure refinement. The final structure model was a
tested against the less than’s in dataset 1.

III. SYMMETRY AND REFINEMENT

The spacegroup of the basic structure of 1T2-TaS2 is
P3̄m1.7 Including satellite reflections, the diffraction patte
is found to be compatible with the (312)-dimensional su-

perspace groupP3̄(a,b, 1
3 ),26 which was confirmed as th

superspace symmetry of the structure by the subsequen
finements. The complete analysis has been done with a b
structure unit cell containing the tripledc̄-axis @Eq. ~1!#.
Then the commensurate components are removed from
modulation wave vectors, and the structure has the cente

translations (Eu0,0,13 , 2
3 , 1

3 ) and (Eu0,0,23 , 1
3 , 2

3 ). The super-
space symmetry is characterized by the 3ōperator (x2 ,2x1
1x2 ,2x3 ,x5 ,2x41x5).

The positions of the atoms in the modulated structure
given as the sum of a translational symmetric basic struc
position r̄5( x̄1 ,x̄2 ,x̄3), and the value of a modulation func
tion u( x̄4 ,x̄5), evaluated at the basic structure position:

rm~ x̄4 ,x̄5!5 r̄m1um~ x̄4 ,x̄5!. ~2!
e
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The modulation functions are periodic with periods one
their arguments, with the latter defined as

x̄45q1
• r̄1t1 ,

x̄55q2
• r̄1t2 . ~3!

Due to the incommensurability of the modulation, the sta
ing phases of the modulation,t1 and t2 , can be assigned
arbitrary values. The modulation functions are written a
Fourier series:

ua
m~ x̄4 ,x̄5!5 (

n150

`

(
n250

`

An1n2a
m sin~2pn1x̄412pn2x̄5!

1Bn1n2a
m cos~2pn1x̄412pn2x̄5!, ~4!

wherea51,2,3, m indicates the atom, (n1 ,n2) defines the
order of the harmonic, and the term~0,0! is excluded from
the summation. Three coordinates characterizing the b
structure position, the amplitudesAn1n2a

m andBn1n2a
m , and the

temperature parameters are the independent parameter
atomm used in the refinement.

The basic structure of 1T-TaS2 contains two independen
atoms, with Ta on the special position~0,0,0!, and with S on
~1

3 , 2
3 , z!, corresponding to site symmetries 3ānd 3, respec-

tively. The modulation functions of these atoms have to
here to this site symmetry also.27 Because of the threefold
symmetry, the amplitudes of different orders (m1 ,m2) seg-
regate into groups of related amplitudes, in the same wa
the different satellites were assigned to a group of the sa
order ~Sec. II!. The resulting symmetry restrictions on th
parameters of the modulation functions@Eq. ~4!# for site
symmetry 3̄~valid for the Ta atom! and for site symmetry 3
~valid for S! are summarized in Table I.

IV. DETERMINATION OF THE STRUCTURE

Refinements were performed using the programJANA94.28

The site symmetry implies that harmonics have to be
cluded into the modulation function in groups of six symm
try related parameters describing thex andy displacements,
and three symmetry related parameters for thez displace-
ments. They correspond to two independent parameters
one independent parameter, respectively,~Table I!. Further-
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more, for the Ta atom all cosine parameters are zero.
The starting models for the modulated structure involv

basic structure parameters as determined from the refine
on the main reflections only. With the initial values of a
modulation parameters equal to zero, the refinement c
verged to a bad fit. A starting model with values assigned
the six lowest-order harmonics of the modulation function
Ta, in accordance with model of Brouwer,7 resulted in a
good fit after refinement~Table II!.

The structure model was varied by subsequently introd
ing more harmonics into the refinement. The best fit w
obtained with 21 harmonics for the Ta atom, correspond
to 21 independent modulation parameters, and 12 harmo
for the S atom, corresponding to 24 independent parame
The introduction of more harmonics for the modulation of
lead to parameters with high standard deviations and n
tive temperature factors. The introduction of more harmon
for the modulation of Ta resulted in amplitudes of these h
monics of the order of their standard deviations, while theR
factors did not improve. The higher-order satellites are
fitted well ~Table II!, but we found that the presence of the
satellites in the reflection list improved the stability of the fi
Still higher-order harmonics in the modulation functions a
required to obtain a better description of the intensities
these satellite orders, but, apparently, the small numbe
observed reflections among these groups of satellites
not allow to determine the values of the corresponding h
monics of the modulation functions. The structural para
eters for the NC phase of 1T-TaS2 are presented in Table
III, IV, and V.

TABLE II. Partial R factors and number of reflections for th
different reflection orders used in the refinement of 1T-TaS2. The
reflection groups are defined by the (m1 ,m2) indices of the reflec-
tions ~see text!.

Reflection group
(m1 ,m2)

No. observed
reflections RF wRF

2

Main5(0,0) 233 0.038 0.053
(1,0)(0,1)(21,1) 1045 0.064 0.078
(1,1)(21,2)(22,1) 580 0.068 0.068
(2,0)(0,2)(22,2) 323 0.153 0.139
(1,2)(22,3)(23,1) 232 0.141 0.129
(2,1)(21,3)(23,2) 62 0.423 0.466
(3,0)(0,3)(23,3) 51 0.411 0.495
(4,0)(0,4)(24,4) 17 0.515 0.666
All 2543 0.071 0.081

TABLE III. Parameters of the average structure of 1T-TaS2

after refinement with 21 harmonics for Ta and 12 harmonics fo
The parameters refer to thea03a033c0 cell. Thex, y, andz are
fractional coordinates. Temperature parametersUi j are in Å2.U13

5U2350 by symmetry.U225U1152U12.

Atom x y z U11 U33

Ta 0 0 0 0.0061~1! 0.0069~2!

S 1
3

1
3 0.0862~1! 0.0071~4! 0.0086~7!
d
ent

n-
o
f

c-
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V. DISCUSSION

A domain structure with infinitely sharp domain walls ca
be described by a block-wave modulation of the underly
basic structure. The present refinement showed that a l
number of terms in the Fourier expansions of the modulat
functions were nonzero, indicating a strong deviation fro
harmonicity, prerequisite for the modulation function to
block-wave like. It will be shown below that the concept
domains with a commensurateA13a3A13a superstructure,
and separated by domain walls, is indeed found in
present structure determination. Size and shape of the
mains and some information about the domain walls is
tained.

A. Clusters of Ta atoms

The modulation of the Ta atom is found to be mainly
the a, b plane~Table IV!. The modulation functions can b
analyzed by displaying their values as a function oft1 andt2
@Eqs. ~2!–~4!#.27 Instead of tabulating the values of th
modulation functions in the different unit cells@varying r̄ in
Eq. ~2!#, t1 and t2 can be varied continuously. Because t
modulation is periodic, all its values occurring anywhere
the structure thus are contained in thist plot for 0,t1,1
and 0,t2,1. In addition to the values of modulation func
tion, their magnitudes, interatomic distances, and other
rameters can be displayed as a function oft1 and t2 . As an
example consider the distance between Ta~0,0,0! and Ta
~1,0,0! ~Fig. 3!. The Ta atom on~0,0,0! has q1

• r̄50 and

.

TABLE IV. Modulation parameters for the Ta atom after refin
ment of 1T-TaS2. The atomic displacement for the Ta atom
given by Eq.~4!. The parameters are given in angstrom and refe
the a03a033c0 cell. Parameters without standard deviation a
dependent on other parameters~see Table I!. The amplitudesBn1 ,n2

are all zero by symmetry.

n1 ,n2 An1 ,n2

x An1 ,n2

y An1 ,n2

z

1,0 20.1362 ~2! 20.0676 0.0043
0,1 20.0685 ~1! 20.1362 20.0043

21,1 0.0676 20.0685 0.0043~0!

1,1 0.0571~3! 20.0053 20.0008
21,2 0.0624~3! 0.0571 0.0008
22,1 0.0053 0.0624 20.0008 (4)

2,0 0.0122~4! 0.0461 0.0024
0,2 20.0339 (4) 0.0122 20.0024

22,2 20.0461 20.0339 0.0024~5!

1,2 0.0000~8! 0.0281 20.0028
22,3 20.0280 (7) 0.0000 0.0028
23,1 20.0281 20.0280 20.0028 (8)

2,1 20.0231 (7) 20.0217 0.0011
21,3 20.0014 (7) 20.0231 20.0011
23,2 0.0217 20.0014 0.0011~12!

3,0 20.0221 (12) 20.0387 20.0018
0,3 0.0165~11! 20.0221 0.0018

23,3 0.0387 0.0165 20.0018 (12)
4,0 0.0399~21! 0.0371 0.0144
0,4 0.0028~21! 0.0399 20.0144

24,4 20.0371 0.0028 0.0144~25!
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TABLE V. Modulation parameters for the S atom after refinement of 1T-TaS2. The atomic displacement for the S atom is given by E
~4!. The parameters are given in angstrom and refer to thea03a033c0 cell. Parameters without standard deviation are dependent on o
parameters~see Table I!.

n1 ,n2 An1 ,n2

x An1 ,n2

y An1 ,n2

z Bn1 ,n2

x Bn1 ,n2

y Bn1 ,n2

z

1,0 20.0243 (10) 20.0100 0.0189 20.0085 (9) 0.0022 20.0520
0,1 20.0142 (7) 20.0243 20.0189 0.0107~6! 0.0085 20.0520

21,1 0.0100 20.0142 0.0189~10! 20.0022 0.0107 20.0520 (8)
1,1 0.0041~11! 20.0048 20.0159 0.0109~11! 0.0042 0.0066

21,2 0.0089~10! 0.0041 0.0159 20.0067 (10) 20.0109 0.0066
22,1 0.0048 0.0089 20.0159 (15) 20.0042 0.0067 0.0066~14!

2,0 20.0047 (19) 20.0005 0.0046 20.0034 (20) 20.0103 0.0048
0,2 20.0042 (15) 20.0047 20.0046 20.0069 (16) 0.0034 0.0048

22,2 0.0005 20.0042 0.0046~20! 0.0103 0.0069 0.0048~21!

1,2 20.0003 (30) 20.0037 0.0091 20.0004 (30) 0.0028 0.0054
22,3 0.0034~22! 20.0003 20.0091 0.0032~21! 0.0004 0.0054
23,1 0.0037 0.0034 0.0091~30! 20.0028 20.0032 0.0054~29!
u
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q2
• r̄50, while the Ta atom on~1,0,0! hasq1

• r̄50.245 and
q2

• r̄520.068 @Eq. ~3!#. The distance between these atom
is displayed in thet plot at the pointt150 andt250 ~Fig.
3!. The distance between neighbors Ta (n1 ,n2 ,n3) and Ta
(11n1 ,n2 ,n3) can be computed by substituting (n1 ,n2 ,n3)
and (11n1 ,n2 ,n3) for r̄ @Eqs. ~2!–~4!#. Alternatively, this
distance can be read off Fig. 3 at the point (t1 ,t2)5„q1

•n
(mod 1), q2

•n (mod 1)….
A useful property of thet plots is that different functions

can be compared directly, in order to study the local struct

FIG. 3. Distance between Ta~0,0,0! and Ta~1,0,0! as a function
of (t1 ,t2) @Eqs.~2!–~4!#. Contours of constant distance are drawn
intervals of 0.05 Å. The larger minus sign indicates the abso
minimum ~3.086 Å! and the larger plus sign the absolute maximu
~3.806 Å! in the plot. The smaller plus and minus signs indica
local maxima and minima.
s

re

as a function of (t1 ,t2), i.e., as a function of the position in
the crystal. For example, the distance between Ta~0,0,0! and
Ta ~1,0,0! ~Fig. 3! can be compared with the distance b
tween Ta~0,0,0! and Ta ~0,1,0! ~Fig. 4!. These plots are
equivalent, apart from a rotation to be applied to the coor
nate axis~Fig. 4 is obtained from Fig. 3 by the transform
tion: t1852t2 , t285t12t2!. However, retaining both repre
sentations of the Ta neighbor distances directly shows pa
the coordination of Ta~0,0,0! by its neighbor’s Ta~1,0,0!
and Ta~0,1,0!, as the values att15t250 in the two plots,
respectively. The coordination of Ta (n1 ,n2 ,n3) by Ta (1

t
e

FIG. 4. Distance between Ta~0,0,0! and Ta~0,1,0!. The contour
interval is 0.05 Å. The larger minus sign indicates the shortest
tance~3.086 Å! and the larger plus sign the longest distance~3.806
Å!. The smaller plus and minus signs indicate local maxima a
minima.
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1n1 ,n2 ,n3) and Ta (n1,11n2 ,n3), then follow from Figs. 3
and 4 at the points (t1 ,t2)5„q1

•n (mod 1), q2
•n (mod 1)….

Thus, the two figures together display the variation throu
out the structure of part of the local configuration around
Ta atom.

These properties can be used to show the formation o
clusters by analyzingt plots. Figure 3 shows that the distan
between neighboring atoms Ta (n1 ,n2 ,n3) and Ta (1
1n1 ,n2 ,n3) has a global minimum at (t1 ,t2)5(0,0) corre-
sponding ton15n25n350. This point is at the center of
plateau of short interatomic distances, while at other val
for the argument (t1 ,t2) larger than average distances a
found ~Fig. 3!. The block-wave character of the modulatio
function thus shows up in the distance plot. In the ba
structure each Ta atom has six nearest neighbors of this t
which are related by rotational symmetry. The formation
clusters of Ta atoms then requires that that all these six
tances around a central atom Ta (n1 ,n2 ,n3) simultaneously
become shorter than average. As discussed above, Fig
and 4 already compare two such distances. Superpositio
the six t plots corresponding to all six distances around
~0,0,0! then shows that there is a common area in (t1 ,t2),
centered on~0,0!, where all distances become shorter th
average~Figs. 3, 4, and 5!. For values (n1 ,n2 ,n3) corre-
sponding to values (t1 ,t2) in this area, the atom Ta
(n1 ,n2 ,n3) has six nearest neighbors at shorter than aver
distances, and a cluster of seven atoms exists. Furtherm
superposition of theset plots and those of distances betwe
Ta ~0,0,0! and its next-nearest neighbors, then shows t

FIG. 5. Distance between Ta~0,0,0! and Ta~1,1,0!. The contour
interval is 0.05 Å. The larger minus sign indicates the shortest
tance~3.086 Å! and the larger plus sign the longest distance~3.806
Å!. The smaller plus and minus signs indicate local maxima
minima.
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there still is a common region where all these distances
less than average. This correlation then is the indication
13 clusters of Ta atoms exist in the structure, in agreem
with the results of Brouwer.7 The diameter of this region is
approximately 0.2 in eithert1 or t2 . The area of this com-
mon region is directly proportional to the fraction of Ta a
oms that form the center atom of a 13 cluster. The fraction
atoms that are part of a 13 cluster thus is 13 times that a
and it follows that approximately a fraction of 13 time
(0.2)2'0.5 of the Ta atoms is part of a 13 cluster. Cons
eration of still further neighbors, or, for example, of the d
tance between Ta~1,0,0! and Ta~2,0,0! shows that this dis-
tance is larger than average for those values of (t1 ,t2) for
which the distance between Ta~0,0,0! and Ta ~1,0,0! is
smaller than average. The clusters thus are restricted to
atoms indeed.

The block-wave character of the modulation function
Ta is difficult to visualize directly, becausex andy displace-
ments are of equal importance. Instead of studying the c
ponents independently, the magnitude of the displacemen
the x,y plane has been calculated~Fig. 6!. Of course, this
plot contains only positive values. Ta lies on the 3¯axis,
which for the two-dimensionalx̄4 ,x̄5 space implies six-fold
symmetry of the modulation functions, and this symmetry
indeed seen in Fig. 6. Whereas the modulation functi
should show the full site symmetry, distance functions b
tween atoms may have a lower symmetry, as is obvious fr
the comparison with Fig. 3. Centered on the origin (t15t2
50), the x,y displacement exhibits a circular plateau
magnitude zero, representing the block-wave character o
modulation function. It implies that Ta atoms with phas

s-

d

FIG. 6. Magnitude of thex,y displacement of the modulated T
atom. The contour interval is 0.044 Å. The minimum is of 0.0 Å
found at (t1 ,t2)5(0.0,0.0), ~0.0,0.5!, ~0.5,0.0!, and ~0.5,0.5!. The
maximum is 0.308 Å.
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( x̄4 ,x̄5) in the neighborhood of~0,0! are not shifted from
their average position, again an indication that these Ta
oms are the central atoms of the 13 clusters. Furtherm
elongated valleys are present, which also refer to regio
where the displacement is close to zero. As shown bel
atoms with (x̄4 ,x̄5) in these regions form the atoms of th
domain walls.

B. The domain structure

The commensurate phase has aA13a3A13a superstruc-
ture, and its unit cell contains precisely one 13 cluster of
atoms. The centers of these clusters again form a trigo
lattice ~Fig. 7!. With respect to the small, basic structure u
cell, the atoms forming the centers of the 13 clusters
given by (n1 ,n2 ,n3)5(4n,n,n3) and equivalents by rotation
symmetry, for Ta (0,0,n3) being at the center of a 13 cluste
With the commensurate modulation wave vectorsqc

15(3a0*
1b0* )/13 and qc

25(a0* 24b0* )/13, the arguments of the
modulation functions of these atoms follow as (x̄4 ,x̄5)
5(n,0). Going from clustern to clustern11 changes the
phase of the modulation by~1,0! and the modulation ampli
tude remains the same. For the NC structure, the differe
of the phase of the modulation between the atoms
(n1 ,n2 ,n3) and Ta (n114,n211,n3) is (11d x̄4 ,d x̄5)
5(1.047,0.041)5@0.047 (mod 1),0.041 (mod 1)#. It was
shown above, that the atoms that form the centers of
clusters approximately lie within a circle of radius 0
around the origin in (x̄4 ,x̄5) space. From the value fo
(d x̄4 ,d x̄5) between atoms a translation~4,1,0! apart, it fol-
lows that in any direction a maximum of five consecutive
clusters can be found, after which the sequence interrup
That implies a structure consisting of domains of diamete

FIG. 7. One layer of Ta atoms of the average structure
1T-TaS2, e.g., forz[0. Numbers refer to thex,y coordinates of the
Ta atoms.
t-
re
s,
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al
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f

approximately five 13 clusters, and each domain has a st
ture similar to that of the commensurateA13a3A13a super-
structure.

Within the first domain, the centers of the 13 clusters
at the atoms Ta (4n,n,0). Forn57, it is not Ta (4n,n,0) but
it is Ta (4n21,n21,0) that has@x̄4 ~mod 1!, x̄5 ~mod 1!#
approximately equal to~0,0!, and it are these atoms whic
will be the centers of the 13 clusters in the next domain. T
domain wall is found to comprise a missing row of atom
and the structure determination thus reveals the nature o
discommensurations to be in agreement with theory.17,29

However, the incommensurateness requires that the natu
the discommensuration must vary. It can be derived tha
the direction (4n,n,0) occasionally the domain wall corre
sponds to an additional row of atoms corresponding to
center of the clusters shifting from Ta (4n,n,0) towards Ta
(4n,n21,0), in agreement with STM studies.23

The positions of the atoms in physical space can be
culated directly from the modulation functions and bas
structure coordinates. This has been done for the layers o
atoms atz50 @Fig. 8~a!# and atz5 1

3 @Fig. 8~b!# for an area
of 1003100 unit cells. Only the Ta atoms belonging to
complete 13 cluster have been plotted, where a comp
cluster is defined in the following way. The average distan
between a central atom and any of its six nearest-neighbo
atoms is 3.36 Å and the distance towards the next-nea
neighbors is 5.81 Å~Fig. 7!. A 13 cluster is defined as a
cluster on a central Ta atom, if its six nearest neighbors h
distances less than 3.36 Å, and if its six next-nearest ne
bors have distances less than 5.85 Å. The sizes and shap
the domains are obvious in these plots, and they have a
ameter of about five 13 clusters, as was also derived dire
from the t plots. Alternatively, the average domain size c
be calculated from the difference between the incommen
rate modulation wave vector and its commensurate appr
mation valid within the domains.16,22 For the present value
of q1 andq2, a diameter is found of 73 Å, in agreement wi
the center-to-center distances in Fig. 8. Additional inform
tion carried by the modulation functions pertains to t
shapes of the domains and the thicknesses and shapes
domain walls. Due to the incommensurateness of the mo
lation with the lattice of atoms carrying the displaceme
wave, different domains must have differences in their str
tures, size, or shape, and this is indeed found in Fig. 8.

The modulation function of Ta indicates almost zero d
placement for values of (t1 ,t2) in elongated valleys~Fig. 6!.
Comparison of Fig. 6 with Figs. 3, 4, and 5 shows that
atoms with (x̄4 ,x̄5) in these regions never belong to a 1
cluster, and therefore that they are in the domain walls
physical space, these atoms are found as the isolated l
dots in the domain wall region@Fig. 8~c!#, and it follows that
in the domain walls there are more distances longer t
average, contrary to the structure within the domains, wh
shows more distances shorter than average. Because
elongated valleys make angles of 60° with each other,
main walls exist, which make angles of 60° and 120° al
and the shape of the domains can be approximated b
hexagon. Most notably, these hexagons do not form a h
eycomb lattice, but instead, our result is better described
hexagon-shaped domains sharing vertices~Fig. 9!. The
domain-wall region can then be characterized as a netw

f
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FIG. 8. ~a! Ta atoms in the layerz50 in a region of 1003100 unit cells. Only atoms belonging to complete clusters are plotted as
The regions with domain-wall-like structure are left blank. The modulation inx,y direction for the Ta atoms is exaggerated five times. T
origin (t1 ,t2)5(0,0) is the lower left point. ~b! The same as~a! for the Ta atoms in the layerz5

1
3 . ~c! Ta atoms in the layerz50. An

enlargement of~a! is shown, now with the atoms in the domain walls plotted as heavy dots.
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of corner-sharing triangles. This result is different from t
model proposed by Yamamoto,25 who proposed the honey
comb lattice as domain structure. However, our result is
excellent agreement with the theory of Nakanishi a
Shiba,17 who indeed found a pattern of corner-sharing he
gons as the domain structure of the NC phase~Fig. 3 in Ref.
17!.

The relation between the structures of different layers

determined by the centering translations (Eu0,0,13 ,6 2
3 ,6 1

3 ),
or equivalently by the commensurate components of
modulation wave vectors. The phase shifts of the modula
in neighboring layers therefore are6(2 1

3 , 1
3 ). The effect in

the structure is that the centers of the domains in neighbo
layers are shifted such that the centers of the domains in
layer are on top of the centers of one half of the triangu
n
d
-

s

e
n

g
ne
r

regions forming the domain walls~Fig. 8!. The domains thus
form a pattern similar to a hexagonal close packed lattic

C. Correlation between tantalum and sulfur modulations

The modulation of the S atom is much smaller than tha
Ta. It has contributions in all three directions, but the larg
amplitudes are alongc ~Table V!. Theuz modulation of S~2

3 ,
1
3 , 0.086! at the position~ 2

3 , 1
3 , 0.086! is drawn as a function

of (t1 ,t2) in Fig. 10. The threefold site symmetry of the
atom is clearly visible. Thez modulation can be characte
ized by large plateaus with positive displacement (uz
50.106 Å) and slightly smaller plateaus with negative d
placement (uz520.124 Å). The boundaries between th
positive and negative regions are rather sharp, and a b
wave is a reasonable approximation for this function.
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FIG. 8. ~Continued!.
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The correlation between these displacements of S and
can be obtained by comparingt plots of thez displacement
of S with t plots of Ta-Ta interatomic distances. For e
ample, the pointt15t250.0 corresponds to a minimum i

FIG. 9. Two possibilities for a structure consisting of doma
with hexagonal shape.~a! is found for straight boundaries for th
jump of the phase of the order parameter, and corresponds
structure of corner sharing hexagonal domains, separated by re
of domain-wall-type structure in the form of a lattice of tria
gles. ~b! is realized with zig-zag phase boundaries, resulting i
honeycomb lattice of hexagons.
Tathe distance between Ta~0,0,0! and Ta~1,0,0!, while S ~ 2
3 ,

1
3 , 0.086! directly above this pair of Ta atoms exhibits
maximum displacement away from both Ta atoms~Figs. 3
and 10!. Similarly, Figs. 3 and 10 show that at a point (t1 ,t2)
where the distance between neighboring Ta atoms is a m
mum @e.g., (t1 ,t2)5(0.245,20.068)#, the uz modulation of
the S atom is a minimum and negative. In the basic struct
S ~2

3 , 1
3 , 0.086! is directly above the triangle formed by T

a
ns

a

FIG. 10. Modulation in thez direction of the S atom on position
~ 2

3 , 1
3 , 0.086!. Contours are shown at intervals of 0.0177 Å. T

maximum displacement, indicated by a plus sign, is 0.106 Å and
minimum displacement, indicated by a large minus sign,
20.124 Å.
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~0,0,0!, Ta ~1,0,0!, and Ta ~1,1,0! ~Fig. 7!. Extending the
comparison oft plots, then shows that theuz modulation of
the S has a maximum for those phase values where the
tances between the three underlying Ta atoms are a m
mum and vice versa~Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 10!. It is thus found
that there is a strong correlation between the modulation
Ta and S, such that sulfur atoms are pushed out of the la
when the coordinating tantalum atoms move towards e
other, and the other way around. Further analysis shows
to be a general property of the modulation, implying that
sulfur atoms above a 13 cluster move outwards, and
sulfur atoms between 13 clusters and within the dom
walls move towards the center of the layer. This result is
accordance with a similar finding for the commensura
superstructure.7

The hcp stacking of layers is now explained by the sul
modulation. Above one domain, most sulfur atoms mo
away from the center-plane of that layer, i.e., they mo
towards the next layer. At these positions, the next layer
its triangular domain-wall region, where there are many lo
Ta-Ta distances, and most sulfur atoms will have mov
towards the center plane of this layer. The sulfur displa
ments in neighboring layers thus are in anticorrelation, s

FIG. 11. Modulation in thez direction of the S atom. Increasing
brightness means a larger displacement towards the positivez di-
rections. Only atoms withuz.0.1 Å are shown.
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that the variation in sulfur-to-sulfur distances across the V
der Waals gap is a minimum, and a maximum packing de
sity can be reached.

STM images the surface, which for TaS2 consists of a
plane of sulfur atoms. STM on 1T-TaS2 exhibited a pattern
compatible with a domain structure of the NC phase.23 In the
present investigation, it was shown that the domain struct
is reflected in thez modulation of the S atoms. Positive dis
placements were found for the underlying Ta atoms belon
ing to 13 clusters, while negative displacements were fou
for underlying Ta atoms in the domain-wall region. Accord
ingly, the z displacement of sulfur directly correlates wit
domains and domain walls. A simulated STM image w
now generated, by plotting the sulfur atoms as dots with
brightness proportional to thez displacement~Fig. 11!. A
striking similarity is observed with the STM image of th
NC of 1T-TaS2 obtained by Thompsonet al. ~Figure 10~c!
in Ref. 23!, and it is concluded that the result of the prese
structure determination is in accordance with STM.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The modulated structure has been determined of 1T-TaS2
in its nearly commensurate state. A large number of harm
ics for the modulation functions were included in the refin
ments, and the result indicated that the shapes of the mo
lation functions can be approximated by a block wave.
physical space this corresponds to a domain structure, wh
the structure within the domains is that of the commensur
A13a3A13a superstructure. Maybe the most salient featu
is that we have been able to determine the shapes of
domains from a crystallographic analysis of the intensities
Bragg reflections in x-ray scattering. It was found that t
domains have a distorted hexagonal shape. The domain w
are not regions of constant width, but instead they form
pattern of corner-sharing triangles, as left over by the corn
sharing hexagonal domains. This finding is in complete a
cordance with the theoretical prediction by Nakanishi a
Shiba17 but deviates from previous x-ray scattering work.25

From thez displacements of the sulphur atoms a sim
lated STM picture was calculated that showed a striki
similarity with the experimental STM image published i
Ref. 23. It is thus concluded that the result of STM and x-r
diffraction are in accordance with each other.
e

,
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